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Happy Birthday To Me By Me Myself
Hello Kitty and her twin sister, Mimmy, are excited: today is
their birthday! And all of their friends are coming to their party!
So put on your birthday hat and come join the fun! Every
good party needs good friends.
"A preschooler on his birthday finds he is still too short to
reach many things....The storytelling in words and postercolor pictures is wholly in tune."--Horn Book.
Board books featuring perennially popular nursery rhymes
and songs, slider tabs, and cheerful illustrations. These bright
slider board books burst with energy. Each book comes with
five slider mechanisms and a QR code that you can scan for
both instrumental and vocal versions of the nursery rhyme.
Little ones will love to listen and sing along!
An illustrated collection of ways to celebrate a birthday and to
celebrate an individual's qualities that make them unique.
It's Bad Kitty's birthday, and you're invited! Bad Kitty's second
illustrated novel is packed with deadpan humor, rich tidbits of
cat information -- and even some suspense! Who took Kitty's
presents? Why are Kitty's friends so bizzare? Readers will
laugh out loud at Kitty's feline mood swings, and they'll be
touched by the heartwarming visit from a surprise guest.
Bilingual Edition: Happy Birthday Little Hoo Whooo’s
Birthday is Coming Up Soon? Little Hoo is back and it’s time
to celebrate his birthday! The delightful little owl has a new
book and can’t wait to share it. Actually, Little Hoo can’t wait
for his birthday so his patient parents help him count down
the days. A perfect book for a birthday boy or girl who can’t
wait to celebrate. In this Xist Kids English Spanish Bilingual
Edition, the original English text is paired with the Spanish
translation on each page.
The Good Knight tries to help three little dragons make a
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birthday present for a very special friend.
A collection of poems about birthdays, by such authors as
Bruce Lansky, Dr. Seuss, and Leslie Danford Perkins.
From the creator of Peanut Butter & Cupcake comes a
birthday book starring everyone's favorite dessert! What's a
cupcake to do when she needs to plan her birthday party? In
this hilarious, kid-friendly homage to food and birthdays,
Cupcake runs through tons of ideas while her best friend,
Blueberry Muffin, finds reasons why they won't work: Soup
gets seasick; Donut melts in the sun; someome might get
squashed during musical chairs; and Cupcake is not very
good at limbo (her icing might get sliced off!). Just as
Cupcake is ready to crumble, Blueberry Muffin has one last
idea that just might save the day. With laugh-out-loud visual
gags (like a band made up of beans--the musical fruit, of
course), this book is sure to put a birthday smile on any kid's
face (and on adult faces as well). Praise for Happy Birthday,
Cupcake!: "As in his earlier picture book, Border's characters
are skillfully crafted food items with basic wire limbs arranged
in simple landscapes....Preschoolers will be delighted with the
visual mayhem."--Kirkus Reviews Praise for Peanut Butter &
Cupcake: "Border’s witty food comedy will lure children who
are hungry for clever visual entertainment."--Publishers
Weekly "[Z]any creative photographs. [A] read-aloud
hit."--School Library Journal

With easy writing activities, yes-or-no questions, images
to finish, and much more, this book will help to explore
your child's wishes for his or her next birthday.
The Very Hungry Caterpillar celebrates birthdays, from
presents and balloons to cake.
Illustrations and rhyming text present some of the
different ways a dinosaur can make her birthday party
special, from thanking guests for their gifts to sharing
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large pieces of cake. Full color.
A Hilariously Funny Gag Notebook sure to give a good
laugh to you or a spouse, partner, girlfriend or boyfriend
on birthdays, anniversaries, valentines, Christmas,
Mothers, Fathers day or any other gift giving occasion.
There is a blank space at the beginning of the notebook
to leave a special message. If giving to family, friends or
colleagues this Notebook includes 120 wide ruled lined
pages (60gsm) for using as a journal, to take notes, for
creative writing or journaling or just to vent their
frustrations. If giving to your partner it could also be used
as a private notebook for writing love letters, romantic (or
naughty) ideas, future plans, thoughts and comments to
each other. Can also be given as an appreciative gift to
show how thankful you are to your friend, partner,
boyfriend, girlfriend, husband, wife or spouse. 6" x 9"
size dimensions are a substantial size for writing and
ideal for throwing in a handbag, backpack or desk
drawer Makes an ideal and perfect present idea for any
gift giving occasion such as, valentines day, christmas or
a birthday. Also great as a stocking stuffer or a cheap but
quality secret santa present for under 10 dollars. Can be
used as a blank notebook, journal to write in,
composition book or diary.
According to the Guinness Book of Records, "Happy
Birthday to You!" is one of the world's most frequently
sung songs. Words and music are by two sisters from
Louisville, Kentucky: Patty Hill, a pioneer kindergarten
teacher and Mildred Hill, a musician. They combined
their talents to produce this song, suitable for children's
voices as well as all others. Patty drew 3,000 teachers to
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a workshop she gave at the 1893 Chicago Worlds Fair.
Shortly afterwards she was invited to establish the
Department of Nursery School, Kindergarten, and FirstGrade Education at Columbia University. She was the
first woman to receive and honorary doctorate from
Columbia.
An illustrated journal for feminists looking to raise their
consciousness and strengthen their well-being in a
positive, inclusive, and radical way. Grab a pen and
notebook to follow along with this digital version! Fifty
Feminist Mantras began as a weekly blog post and
blossomed into a year-long project with the purpose of
helping readers embrace feminism and themselves as
feminists. Inside are fifty mantras—memorable phrases or
words—arranged by week and season. Each mantra is
paired with guided reflections and writing prompts, along
with journal pages for readers to fill. Sample mantras:
Grow Soft: As we consider soft power, I invite you to
experiment with growing softer. How might this make you
more powerful? Enact Your Emotions: Which of your
emotions lead you toward other people and into action
with them? (Does being angry rile you up the most?
Being hurt? Falling in love? Feeling scammed?) How you
can express those emotions with purpose?
The Dr. Seuss holiday classic How the Grinch Stole
Christmas is now a major motion picture from
Illumination Presents - Dr. Seuss' The Grinch Grow your
heart three sizes and get in on all of the Grinch
excitement with this hardcover collectible activity book
that gives kids the chance to write (and draw) about their
favorite holiday traditions--with a little help from Dr.
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Seuss This hardcover collectible activity book based on
How the Grinch Stole Christmas has the easy-to-read
and easy-to-fill-in style of Dr. Seuss's classic My Book
About Me. Elementary school-age children will be
excited to write--and draw--about their family, school,
and community holiday traditions. Includes quotes from
How the Grinch Stole Christmas , simple writing
activities, yes-and-no questions, unfinished images for
kids to complete, mazes, and space for family and
friends to share their favorite traditions. Perfect for
getting children to think about what the holidays truly
mean to them and their family, My Book About Christmas
by ME, Myself is a great gift that will become a cherished
keepsake.
Capturing the joys, rituals, challenges, and celebration
associated with birthdays, an anthology of classic poetry
features the works of Robert Frost, e. e. cummings,
Elizabeth Bishop, Bob Dylan, Rita Dove, Sylvia Plath,
Ishmael Reed, Sharon Olds, Jim Carroll, Allen Ginsberg,
and other notables. Original.
Moonbear comes up with the perfect birthday gift for the
moon in this charming reissue of a beloved classic by
award-winning author and illustrator Frank Asch.
Moonbear discovers that he and the moon share the
same birthday. Now Moonbear wants to give his
nighttime friend a present. But what do you buy the
moon? This refreshed edition of a beloved classic
features the original text and art with an updated cover.

A 52-page hardcover children's book celebrating the
wildlife, geography and magic of Maine through the
birthday stories and special wishes of animal friends,
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The Maine Birthday Book is from the imagination of
Maine native, Tonya Shevenell, with watercolor
illustrations by Laura Winslow.Birthday stories
abound when a thoughtful chickadee asks his friends
from all over Maine's woods, waterways and
wilderness a special question: what do you wish for?
Join Doodles, a puffin from Knox County; Socks, a
black bear from Penobscot County; Chester, a
snowshoe hare from Franklin County and the rest of
the animal friends for a party to be enjoyed any day
of the year.
This Perfect Gift For Girls, Women and
Kids.notebook is perfect for school, taking notes,
recipes, to do lists, sketching, writing, organizing and
drawing. Specifications: *Cover Finish: Matte
*Dimensions: 6 x 9 inches *Interior: White Paper, No
Bleed *Pages: 120
The Nice Icy Land was crackling with busy-ness. It
had taken weeks and a lot of whispery chirps for
Tacky the Penguin’s friends to plan a Perfect
Surprise Birdday Party for him on his special
hatchday. With songs, presents, cake, fishy ice
cream, and surprise entertainment from
Iglooslavia’s own Twinklewebs the Dance Queen,
how could anything go wrong? But it’s a comedy of
errors . . . and all is far from perfect. Luckily, Tacky’s
good cheer—and his flippity dance moves—save the
day with a flap of his flippers and a tap of his
tippywebs. Munsinger’s adorable, expressive
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penguin illustrations are the icing on the cake.
Amy is very excited about the special sleepover she
has planned for her tenth birthday until her friends
get the chance to go to a concert the same night,
and meanwhile, she worries that her family will be
moving again.
In the thrilling, suspenseful new novel from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Melissa de la Cruz, all
of Ellie de Florent-Stinson’s secrets come to light in
one eventful evening full of twists, turns, and
surprises. Before she became a glamorous fashion
designer, Ellie de Florent-Stinson was a trailer-park
teen about to turn sixteen. But a night of birthday
celebration doesn’t go exactly as planned and
descends into a night she’ll never be able to forget.
Now, on the cusp of her fortieth birthday, it appears
Ellie has everything she ever wanted: a handsome
husband; an accomplished, college-age
stepdaughter; a beautiful ten-year-old girl; adorable
and rambunctious six-year-old twin boys; lush, wellappointed homes in Los Angeles, Park City, and
Palm Springs; a thriving career; and a dazzling circle
of friends. Except everything is not quite as perfect
as it looks on the outside—Ellie is keeping many
secrets. But hiding those skeletons has a cost, and it
all comes to a head the night of her fabulous
birthday party in the desert—where everyone who
matters in her life shows up, invited or not. Old and
new friends and frenemies, stepdaughters and
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business partners, ex-wives and ex-husbands
congregate, and the glittering facade of Ellie’s life
begins to crumble. Beautifully paced and full of
surprises, The Birthday Girl is an enthralling tale of a
life lived in shadow and its unavoidable
consequences.
This Birthday Journal is perfect for those who want
to write down their everyday goals or just as a note
taker. This Girl Notebook is the great gift for girls
who was born In September. 6 x 9 in (15.24 x 22.86
cm) 120 pages.
Children excitedly discuss the details of their
upcoming birthdays.
"With Seussian stuff to touch, spin, and sniff. Based
on and inspired by Dr. Seuss's Happy birthday to
you!"--Cover.
Meet Mini Whinny, the littlest horse in the stable!
Shes ever so cute... and ever so naughty! Its August
1st, the official birthday for all horses. But Mini
Whinny wants a celebration of her very own. Why
should she share with all the other horses? In the
middle of the night, she slinks out of her stable and
steals away with all the party preparations...
Even robots have birthdays! Celebrate Curiosity and
wish happy birthday to one of NASA's most famous
Mars rovers in this beautiful picture book! "The book
is adorable. . . a celebration of curiosity and
exploration." - GeekDad.com Mars is our closest
neighbor, and a little robot named Curiosity is
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investigating the planet for us. Join for a tour of the
place this rover calls home. Get to know Mars
through eye-catching illustrations of an alien
landscape and the adorable robot in charge of
exploring it all. And this rover's birthday is a perfect
time to celebrate curiosity. For nerdy parents, fans of
space, or those who are just curious, relive the
moment when the Curiosity rover sang itself happy
birthday in 2013 after one year on Mars.
A magical sing-along birthday adventure for little
pirates everywhere, based on the lyrics of the Happy
Birthday song! 'Happy birthday to you!Happy
birthday to you!Happy birthday, dear pirate.May your
wishes come true...'Climb aboard the birthday pirate
ship for a magical treasure hunt with your trusty crew
and a very rude parrot! Based on the lyrics of the
Happy Birthday song, this swashbuckling adventure
is the perfect treat for any little pirate on their special
day.
When the man with the yellow hat tells George that
he is planning a surprise, of course George is
curious. Before long George finds a hat,
noisemakers, decorations, and games. It must be a
birthday! But whose birthday is it? That’s the
surprise! This paperback edition now includes a
maze and a birthday vocabulary seek-and-find.
Nickelodeon's Shimmer and Shine are frosting the
cake and lighting the candles to help readers
celebrate their very special birthday in this Step 2
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deluxe Step Into Reading that features a glittery
cover and includes more than 30 shiny stickers. Full
color. Consumable.
Bear dreams of all kinds of unusual birthday
parties--on a pirate ship, at the circus, on a train, at
the zoo, under the sea, and more.
It’s Alice’s birthday! But her friend Gertrude seems
to have forgotten. No matter, Alice goes out and
enjoys her day just the same. A beautiful spring
afternoon in Paris -- what could be better? Little does
she know that her dear friend has a few surprises up
her sleeve. While Alice spends the day walking
around Paris -- riding a carousel in the park and
watching a puppet show -- Gertrude turns her
attention to the kitchen. She is determined to make a
lavish dinner with all of Alice’s favorite things and
write a poem to match the occasion. But the lure of
the perfect poetic line proves to be too distracting,
and just as Alice’s day takes an exciting and
unexpected turn, Gertrude’s big dinner falls all to
pieces. The poem turns out beautifully, of course,
but the house is a bit of a mess. It’s a good thing
Alice doesn’t mind cleaning up. And that she has
such a good brownie recipe for their guests. Inspired
by the lives of artist Gertrude Stein and Alice B.
Toklas, Monica Kulling’s warm and whimsical
narration is perfectly balanced by Qin Leng’s bright
and energetic illustrations. This is a sweetly joyful
story of love, friendship and creative inspiration.
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"When it seems that his family has forgotten his
birthday, Levi decides to make a Jewish celebration
all on his own"--Provided by publisher.
Pop, Spin, and Shake your way to the most
awesome birthday party ever! The perfect
personalized dinosaur birthday card or gift for boys!
This playful personalized storybook is positively
giggle-worthy and a magical way for your child to
celebrate their special day. Interactive and
immersive from start to finish, this book contains 100
birthday-themed stickers including an oversized
personalized sticker for the birthday boy!
Meet Mini Whinny, the littlest horse in the stable!
She's ever so cute and ever so naughty! It's August
1st, the official birthday for all horses. But Mini
Whinny wants a celebration of her very own. Why
should she share with all the other horses? In the
middle of the night, she slinks out of her stable and
steals away with all the party preparations.
A fun series of bright, slider board books featuring
perennially popular nursery rhymes bursts with
energy and cheering illustrations.
Celebrate your unique self with Dr. Seuss and the
Great Birthday Bird in the ultimate birthday book! A
perfect gift for Seuss fans or anyone blowing out the
candles for another year! Today you are you! That is
truer than true! There is no one alive who is you-er
than you! In the picture book Happy Birthday to You!,
Dr. Seuss has crafted the perfect celebration of the
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person you were born to be. When the Great
Birthday Bird arrives to usher in your "Day of all
Days," you can expect a colorful romp full of
fantastical fun that is all about YOU! With birthday
festivities on every page, readers go on a journey
that teaches them to celebrate being
themselves—every single day of the year! This joyful
classic rejoices about the things that make you
unique! It's the essential birthday gift for ages one to
101—from the one and only Dr. Seuss!
Happy Birthday to Me! by Me, MyselfRandom House
Books for Young Readers
"When it seems that her family has forgotten her
birthday, Leah decides to make a Jewish celebration
all on her own"--Provided by publisher.
David celebrates his birthday with his Hispanic
mother, his Anglo father, and members from both
sides of the family as they share a great day of
cultural food, party games, language, relationships,
and faith. Full color.
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